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ABSTRACT:

The goal of inclusive education is to ensure that all students benefit from the wealth of opportunities that are available for students in mainstream settings, irrespective of their abilities or backgrounds. A more transformational approach that teachers play a cornerstone role in. This paper studies how teachers are playing multiple roles in an inclusive educational environment. Teachers are critical in establishing classrooms that celebrate differences, fostering tolerance and understanding amongst students. They are prepared to teach through a variety of methodologies to support different learning styles and needs, utilizing strategies like differentiated instruction and Universal Design for Learning (UDL). Teachers continuously assess and tailor their strategies to meet individual needs through the development of Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) and 504 Plans, as well as support staff. Collaboration with Experts: Collaboration with experts will allow to extend support and teachers doing advocacy and leading within in school, can really help to make possible inclusive education more than a principle. Continuous professional development keeps teachers informed of best practices, which, in turn, strengthens the supportiveness for diverse learners. Furthermore, teachers provide essential forms of emotional and social support, relationship building, and building a sense of community among students. So critical to the successful adoption of inclusive education are the teachers who dedicate themselves and their talents to make sure it is the reality for each student that they have the privilege of serving. There is a significant impact of socio-economic back-ground on the academic performance of Muslim girls at the secondary level. Their socioeconomic status in terms of family income, parental education, and available educational resources has significant effects on the way they perform at school.
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Introduction:

Inclusive education is a core principle of access to education without discrimination concerning the background, abilities or differences of students. The critical role of teachers is the cornerstone of inclusive education. The role teachers play cannot be understated, teachers are catalysts working to build safe, inclusive environments so that every student feels welcome and valued as a part of their learning journey. The tasks of teachers in inclusive education are crucial. They are educators and facilitators, yet they are also advocates and pioneers in equitable and diverse representation in the classroom. Similarly, what gets modeled, articulated, and embodied in teachers will not only shape their actions in equality (or lack thereof), but also the very educational experiences that students of color will have — that they deserve to have: successful outcomes that exceed test scores; opportunities to flourish both academically and as whole individuals. This latter qualification will provide an overview of the complicated landscape of inclusion and the varied roles are most often demanded from teachers within inclusive classrooms (i.e. creating an inclusive milieu, adapting teaching methods aligned with expanding need, providing individualized support, working collaboratively with specialist, advocating for inclusion practices, also professional development, and emotional and psychological support to students). Through acknowledging and accepting that importance of teachers in inclusive education, we can begin to create educational systems that are more inclusive and equitable, and put each student in the best position to succeed.

Literature Review:

The concept of Inclusive education activity (which intends to show that all students with and without disabilities can have quality and equal educational opportunities) is being increasingly considered by education, as well as by the part of the general population involved in the education itself. Conclusion of inclusive education is that the teachers have multi-dimensional tasks, who play critical role in an inclusive education systemizes. This review summarizes the important contributions and insights from the academic literature about the most significant evolution of the role of the teacher in the inclusive education process. Researchers have confirmed that the role of the teacher is essential in creating an inclusive classroom where all students feel welcomed, respected, and appreciated. This extends to the role of educators who value empathy, embrace diversity and nurture positive peer relationships, which all impact on students' sense of belonging and academic engagement (Bennett & Rayner, 2019). In accompaniment to instructional adjustments, teachers assist students with varying learning requirements by designing and executing Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) and 504 Plans. Personalized support requires ongoing assessment, family and specialist involvement, and hence increasing freedom in relation to interventions (Thomas and Loxley 2007). Teachers and specialists working together — This is another key feature of inclusion. Collaboration across disciplines strengthens and
expands the work done for students with disability-related or other learning barriers. Liasidou and Sime (2015) highlighted important aspects of teacher-specialist collaborations: in this respect, effective communication, shared decision-making, and a collaborative attitude contribute to successful teacher-specialist partnerships.

Objectives:

1. Promote Inclusive Classroom Environments.
2. Adapt Teaching Methods for Diverse Learners.
5. Understand the Impact of Socio-Economic Background on Academic Performance.

Research Question:

1. How do teachers promote inclusion, making students of different races, abilities, and cultures feel a part of the educational mission of the school?
2. How do teachers adapt pedagogical processes, methods, and materials to cater to the differing teaching and learning requirements of a diverse range of scholastic ability within their classrooms in the presence of inclusive education?
3. What challenges and opportunities do teachers experience when providing individual student supports to students with diverse learning needs, and how do they navigate these challenges?
4. What factors contribute to effective collaboration?
5. How do socio-economic factors lead to impacting academic performance of Muslim girls at highest secondary level?

Research Methodology:

To underscore the need for drawing upon research methodology to tease apart the contributions of teachers within the contexts of inclusive education. Researchers using a variety of research methodologies and case studies, can be helpful in examining how teachers support inclusive classroom environments, adapt teaching and learning, provide individualized support, work with specialists, and advocate for inclusive practice. Qualitative methods enabled us to explore much of what was happening in our project and quantitative methods allowed us to measure their impact on student outcomes. Mixed-methods approaches are intended to address this by using both qualitative and quantitative data in concert, so that together they paint a full picture. Action research provides teachers with the tools to refine their practices through structured inquiry and reflection, whereas case studies specialize in candid investigations of inclusive practice in real-world settings. Using various kinds of research methodologies, researchers can work towards making certain that teachers fulfill their responsibilities in helping students receive an equitable education.

Promoting inclusive classroom environments:

1. Set clear expectations: For behavior and interactions in the classroom, with an emphasis on teaching respect, empathy and inclusion. Work on getting students to accept diversity and to congratulate one another for being different.
2. Developing Positive Relationships: Develop strong, positive relationships with students who are based on trust, empathy and mutual respect. Understand the strength, interests & challenges of the students and interact meaningfully with them.
3. Employ Inclusive Language and Materials: Use language that is inclusive and respectful of all identities, cultures, backgrounds. Integrate an understanding of subjectivity and multicultural subjects into all your subjects to mirror the lived experiences of your students.
4. Work Together: Another way to bring about collaboration and sharing among students is to organize students into groups and work – group experiences/discussions/projects. Give students time to collaborate, teach each other and appreciate one another strengths.
5. Addressing Bullying and Discrimination: Begin addressing bullying, discrimination, and rejection from the classroom. Adopt a zero-tolerance harassment and discrimination policy and create opportunities for students experiencing or witnessing bullying to receive additional help and resources.
6. Supportive Feedback: Give positive feedback that highlights the efforts, growth, and success of the learners instead of their perceived inadequacies. Embrace growth mindset; celebrate all students with their strengths and talents.
7. Create a Safe and Inclusive Physical Environment: Create a “home base” for all students that is inviting to all students, where classroom arrangements and materials enable equal access for all students. Create a universally welcoming, safe, and supportive learning space for all students.
8. Practice Inclusive Behavior: Be a role model by demonstrating inclusive behavior and attitudes in your interactions with students and colleagues. Show empathy, and be kind, and respectful in your words or actions, try to learn and work together with others.

Adapting teaching methods for diverse learners:

1. Adjustable Individual Education Plan (IEP) Accommodations: Teachers accommodate learning by changing the content, process, and product that delivers information to the individual student tailored to their learning needs. With this type of approach, students are able to access and display their understanding of material in so many different ways.

2. Universal Design for Learning (UDL): A framework for designing instruction accessible and inclusive for all students from the start, not as an afterthought such as an accommodation Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is designing instruction with the diverse needs of all students in mind upfront. This helps teachers to accommodate a variety of learning preferences and abilities by providing multiple means of representation, expression and engagement.

3. Multimodal Instruction: Utilizing multiple modalities like visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile in the field of education can meet the learning needs of different learning styles. Multimedia, hands-on activities, and interactive discussions can make a big difference in having students of all types engaged and invested.

4. Flexible Grouping: This allows teachers to use flexible grouping strategies such as peer tutoring, cooperative learning, and small group instruction to meet the varying skill levels and learning needs in the classroom. For students to work together in support of student learning.

5. Scaffolding: Scaffolding refers to the temporary support and guidance you provide to students and learning new concepts or skills. During the course of learning process, teachers can slowly take away the scaffolds as students become more comfortable and proficient, to eventually let them take responsibility for their learning.

6. Assistive Technology: The use of assistive technology aids and resources to provide students with access to the curriculum. This could include but is not limited to text-to-speech software, graphic organizers, and adaptive devices to meet individual student needs.

7. Formative Assessment and Continuous Feedback: Frequent assessment and feedback enable teachers to track student progress and adapt instruction. Teachers can assist students in learning how to appropriately overcome challenges and leverage competencies by offering timely feedback and other opportunities for reflection.

Assessing advocacy efforts and policy:

1. Set Advocacy Goals: Define specific goals and objectives of advocacy efforts related to inclusive education. This may include promoting policy changes, raising awareness about the benefits of inclusion, and advocating for resources and support for diverse learners.

2. Evaluate Advocacy Strategies: Evaluate the strategies and tactics used as part of advocacy campaigns, including lobbying efforts, coalition building, public education and grassroots organizing. Measure the extent to which these strategies have increased access to, quality and delivers impact on education with inclusion.

3. Collect Stakeholder Voices: Consult with diverse stakeholders — educators, students, parents, policy makers, advocates, and community members — to gather how they see advocacy efforts impact inclusive education practice.

4. Examine Policy Implementation: Analyze the implementation of inclusive education policies at the local, regional, and national levels. Evaluate the extent to which policies have been translated into actionable initiatives, resource allocation, and support structures within educational institutions

5. To evaluate the outcomes of inclusive education policies in terms of student outcomes, school practices and broader systemic outcomes. It may involve reviewing such data as academic achievement, graduation rates, student engagement, and disciplinary practices.

Assessing advocacy efforts and policy impact in the context:

1. Define Advocacy Goals and Objectives: Clearly delineate what the goals and objectives of an inclusive education related advocacy. That can include advocating for legislative changes, educating others about the importance of inclusion, and working to get more funding for inclusive programs.

2. Key Advocacy Strategies: Articulate initiatives or strategies in advocacy, including lobbying, grass roots organizing, public campaigns, and coalition building Prioritize, Evaluate & Report on Reach, Effectiveness and Impact of these Strategies in advancing advocacy goals.

3. Seek Stakeholder Voices: Meet with a range of stakeholders such as educators, students, parents, policymakers, advocacy organizations and community members to learn about their views on advocacy efforts and outcomes. Gather input on how effective advocacy strategies are and if policy changes are perceived to be fulfilling their desired result.

4. Analyze policy implementation: a review of implementation of inclusive education at local, regional and national scales Consider how policies have been turned into practice and the allocation of resources and support systems in educational institutions.
5. Evaluate Policy Outcomes and Impact: Indicators for the evaluation of outcomes and impact of inclusive education policies on student outcomes, school practices, and systemic change. Use data about academic standing, graduation statistics, engagement and access to educational resources to make inferences on the effect of policy changes.

6. Monitor Equity Indicators: As we do so, we must monitor the, particularly equity indicators such as representation of systemically marginalized populations; access to supports and specialized services; and gaps in student academic outcomes. Monitor changes over time in terms of both equity and outcomes and determine whether changes in policy have led to reductions in inequities and improvements in outcomes for disadvantaged students.

**Teachers’ role in inclusive education concerning dropout rates among Muslim girls in West Bengal:**

1. Creating a Supportive Environment: Teachers have a significant responsibility to create a supportive and inclusive classroom climate so that Muslim girls are given the opportunity to feel they are a valued part of the classroom, affirmed, and invited to fully engage in learning experiences. If teachers build an inclusive, comfortable environment, it will be harder to feel alone and feel like we do not belong.

2. Situation Awareness: Teachers need to develop a higher level of understanding about the sensitivities wrt the situation of Muslim girls in West Bengal. This hinges on knowing cultural and religious beliefs or practices, and maybe even socio-economics, that differently impact female enrollment in education. When educators are aware and honor cultural diversity, they support an environment conducive to education equity.

3. Changing Gender-Based Assumptions: Teachers have the duty to challenge stereotypical views of gender differences and to foster an equitable environment in their classroom. They can inspire Muslim girls to achieve academically, to rethink traditional female roles and strive for higher education and careers.

4. Positive role models: Teacher can inspire girls to attend and pursue education by providing positive role models throughout their educational careers and promoting a culture of gender inclusivity.

5. Address Individual Needs: Address challenges that Muslim girls (especially who might be prone to drop out) face that stem from academic or socio-economic factors by giving individualized supports. Examples of specific interventions include identifying students who might be at risk of struggling academically or personal problems and providing resources (i.e. tutoring, mentor ship, counseling etc.). Such efforts prevent drop out and promote academic success by working with each individual student on their unique needs.

6. Building Community Partnerships: Teachers can work with community organizations, Imaams and Parents to identify the underlying reasons for dropouts among Muslim girls. Whereas teachers can tap into additional funds, services and advocacy networks to help break down barriers to learning for girls, as a result of forging strong partnerships with community stakeholders. Community engagement activities can also sensitize others on the importance of girls education and bolster advocacy for inclusive education policies and programmes.

7. Advocacy of Policy Indicators: Teachers could also serve as a critical force in advocating for policy indicators of change aligned with a systems understanding of educational barriers toward Muslim girls in West Bengal. Everything from scaling up investment in girls’ education, advancing school infrastructure, to inclusive education policies that respond to the needs of the most marginalized. Teachers have the power to change this, through speaking out and becoming agents of change in creating a system more inclusive and equitable construction that will improve retention for all students, irrespective of their background or identity.

**Barriers to teachers’ roles in inclusive education:**

1. Lack of Training and Professional Development: One of the main barriers that many teachers face while implementing inclusive practices is lack of training and professional development. Teachers without training in areas such as differentiated instruction, Universal Design for Learning (UDL), behavior management and other key components may struggle to support the students in their diverse classrooms.

2. Limited Resources and Support: Shortage of funds and resources are the significant obstacle to introduce inclusive education practices. Teachers are tasked with using common core materials and teaching techniques which do not account for the diversity of our students' learning needs, as well as utilizing any number of specialized support staff, assistive technology, or materials to attempt to accommodate these needs.

3. Change Resistance: There are some educators and stakeholders who resist change going against inclusive practices of education. Teachers are sometimes resistant to act on inclusive practice because they fear an increased workload or classroom management problems, and some still do not believe that inclusion is as beneficial as exclusion.

4. The negative attitudes and stereotypes: Negative attitudes and stereotypes held about students special needs Disabilities or other differences, are also barriers to include people, and generally with unique needs), in public education (Increasing Inclusion in Integrated Classrooms). Teachers may have misconceptions about the abilities of some of the students or have biases that affect their interactions and the expectations that they hold. Dealing with that attitude is essential in promoting an all-inclusive culture.

5. Focusing too much on the standard testing: As there is too much emphasis on standard testing and the academic performances so, it can seem to be too much difficult to implement the inclusive education for it. This pressure of getting the students ready for exams makes teachers think of exams and exams
all the time, while they ignore the fact that a student also has changing educational, health and independence issues to tend to. However, this type of single-minded focus on academic output can leave vulnerable students at the wayside.

6. Absence of team work and communication: Lack of team work and proper communication between teachers, specialists, parents and other school administrators can obstruct the inclusive education programmes. In the absence of robust partnerships and cohesive support from schools, students are likely to fall through the cracks and not receive the full range of services and intervention necessary to be successful in inclusive classrooms.

7. Challenges with Curriculum and Environments: Both inaccessibility of curriculum materials and physical environments can lead to barriers for students with disabilities, or anyone with diverse needs. Lack of accessible facilities, reduced technology and instructional materials may inhibit students from meaningfully participating in learning experiences.

8. Socioeconomic Disparities: The disparities in socio-economic can worsen the inequalities in equal opportunity to inclusive education. Barriers to participation may prove even larger for students from low-income backgrounds, who may not have access to healthcare, transportation, extracurricular enrichment activities, or basic education resources. This is a necessary component in achieving educational equity.

Conclusion:

Teachers are fundamental to the achievement of inclusive schooling, which allows all students to be recognized, respected and supported in learning. They have more to do than teaching and should be expected to create inclusive classrooms, adapt their teaching strategies, provide support to individual students, work with specialists and facilitate the implementation of inclusive practices. When teachers fulfill their roles as teacher-advocate, they are far more likely to tear down barriers to learning, encourage diversity, and promote equity, so that no student fails. I hope you will join me in thanking them for their advocacy, their commitment to inclusive education, and in turn to creating a more socially just and inclusive society where the value of all measures.
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